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Shaheen attorney says other
defendants may be reinstated

1/
11ION MINN
OW Writer
A wrongful death suit involvSordid le lee Ledger
ing
former Murray State
A cosfteceor for the Kentucky
University
widest Stirgess
Transponation Cabinet is again
nipples up the level of con- Harrison Wets has reputedly
suls:Soo activity as part of the been settled for $1.5 million.
I. February 2007 Yams, the
beat phase of work along new
KY SO in western Calloway
County. This increasing level of
work will generate substantial
truck and equipment iictivity
along the KY SO work zone and
create potatial traffic conflicts
for motorists traveling side
wads that crou through this
busy construction corridor starting Wednesday, Aug. 19,
according to Keith Ted& Kit
public information officer for
District One-Paducah and I
District nvo-Madisanville.
Trucks and Other heavy equipment will be delivering and
speeding gravel for the base of

son of state Rep.-Bmit Yenta,
was mmined et was murder, divokid diving and odor
charges dlowhga 2005 Sal
accident, after a pony, drat
resulted in the death it Ns
Shaheen,62, a graduate modest
at Murray State University.
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Taylor resignsl,
as regent at :1
Murray State
suassoss now

•
Wad Miler
udr Jeff Taylor planned to make art
annoomcement in Pour Library this'
morning concerning his maignadoil
hum Murray State University's board of
,
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this morning.lkylor, who*:
could sot be reached fot
comment this marniag,lot
a Court of Appeals judgt
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fltel
was

board by Gov. Emit
Plodelt
3009.
resigned *became of an April idles by the
Ethics Committee of the Kentucky
Judiciary, which changed itzleag-standing
opinion that it was not a coglake Oar sitting
judges to serve on purging boards of
saes universities. This spina* known as
reversed the opon of .03-64,
which was issued I 1968.
The committee said the change in opinion was based on a change the Supreme
Court made to the Code of Judiciti
Conduct in 2004,in which a sentence that
some hail said was confusing NW erosit
nated. The sentence read that "service cog
the board of a public educational inatitto
boa, unless it were a law school, would be
prchibited under Section 4C(2), but service on the board of a public law school or
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Threeday...Showers and thun-

**Mamie likely. Highs in the
upper 50e. Southwest winds 5
to 10 mph. Chant* of precipitation 00 percent.
Ttresday night...Moetly doudy
with a 30 percent shame of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows wound 70. South winds 5
mph in the evening becoming
calm after midnight.
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Playful Cities celebration
planned for park Saturday
Murray receives
designation for
second year
Op TOM IMIHRY
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Staff Writer
Families in Murray-Calloway
County are invited to Central
Park Saturday to celebrate the
city's Playful City USA title for
the second year in a row.
Murray has been named one
of 93 communities in the country - and the only one in
Kentucky - for two consecutive
years for 2009 and local officials have sponsored a
"Celebration of Playful City"
event at the park, according to
Pat Harrington who helped city
officies apply for the title.
Harrington told members of
the Murray-Calloway County
Parks & Recreation board of
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directors Monday night that parents are encouraged to bring
their children to the event which
will take place in die area of the
new playground equipment
recently installed near the swimPool.
"It's going to be huge,"
Harrington said. "The parks
were a big part of that and we're
going to have a celebration."
A ribbon cutting ceremony is
scheduled for 9 a.m. to be followed by a small carnival of
special events that will include
free hot dogs and soft drinks for
everyone, water balloons,
games(possibly a Wii inside the
old county courthouse), the
Kentucky State Police's rollover
trailer and a preliminary tour of
a planned dog park.
It will also include a small
skateboarding park, bubble-

II See Pegs 2

Photo provided

PLAYFUL CITY: Chenopions of Play Commission members Matt Marlin (center). Claytoei
Hendricks (right) end Pat Harrington (left) met noon* at the courthouse pavilion in Murray's,
Central Park to plan the "Celebration of Play" to be held Mere on Saturday, Aug. 22,from*
a.m. to 3 p.m. The 00iiiMptelds event whit honor Murray'a selection as the only community
Kentucky to be named a Playful City USA. Additional information can be obtained frorft
Harrington at 753-9640. Harrington is chair of the Champions of Play Commission.
Community of Promise/Playful City USN100 Bost Communities.
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Ned Maki

Vizzini speaker
at Murray State
convocation for
new students
/11 I/0.1
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Staff Writor
Author Ned Vizzini was the
keynote speaker at the new student convocation Monday at
Lovett Auditorium at Murray
State University.
Vizzini is the author of "It's
Kind of a Funny Story," the
2009 Freshman
Reading
Experience book. He spoke to
the gathered crowd about the
things he's learned that will
make the college experience,
and life, more worthwhile.
Breaking it apart into three
heights. Vizzini told attendees
10 always keep their antennae
up, to not sell themselves short
imd to remember that stress is

I I
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CC What a pleasure to be a part of a banking family where
customers are treated like neighbors instead of numbers. Heritage Bank
has such a long and respected history in this community. I'm truly
thrilled to work with such terrific people as those at Heritage Bank.
And I'm particularly looking forward to

working with yowl"

—JIMMY DAN HICKS, MARIGET PRESIMIT
OF HERITAGE BANK IN CALLOWAY 0011101TY

ocit a real threat.
Before walking into his first
day of grade school, Vizzini
was told by his father to keep
his antennae up and look
armed 10 we if these anything
out*ere that he really likes. He
recoaimends the same thing to
new students.
"You're at a place where you
can explore and find more
opportunities than you may
ever again," he said. "This is
better than the Internet because
you have real permle.tn answer
your qUestiOns and tsóy don't'
know it, they'll help you find
out the answer."
When it came time to declare
a major, Vizzini said he was
afraid of not making any money
as e writer and so chose computer science as a major and
just minored in English.
really regret that. I should
have majored m English. I got a
book deal right out of college
and meanwhile the computer
science jobs were going overseas," he said.
That illustration was his main
point for not selling yourself
short. He urged the attendees to
go out and take the risks to do
something that they enjoy without fearing failure.
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Dr. Corey Forester
Personal&
Compassionate
Now Taking Appointments!
Oliateirics

II Taylor...

• Routine and High Risk Care

Orocollogy

From Front

•Annual Exams,Pap Smears
Cancer Sueening

Gynecologic Surgery
• laparoscopic
n-Oflice
Iltassik Planning
• Contraception,

Menopause,
Madder

Obs
Price
1 Dr.Dr.Matthew
Corey Forester
1000 SOUTH 12TH STRER
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Murray
Police
said
investigators
publicly acknowledge his
matched
responsibility; one of two reaa
vehicle mirror
sons Freed cited for continuing
to
Yonts'
action in the case.
Lincoln
LS
The second reason cited by
that
was
Freed is his plan to appeal the
parked in front
dismissal of Lambda Chi Alpha
of his Wilshire
fraternity's legal liability in the
resiDrive
Yeats
case.
dence. Police
"That will be coming in the
next couple of days," he said. and prosecutors said Yonts, who
"The judge had entered those at was 20 years old at the time,
varying times dismissing the struck Shaheen as she walked
chapter, the national, the hous- along the side of the road. Her
ing corporation and the alumni body was found in a ditch the
advisor, but they are now final morning of the incident
and because they are final we
Yonts later said in a letter to
will file a notice of appeal. But then-Gov. Ernie Fletcher that,
if we had released Harrison although he did not remember
Yonts then I think we would details of what happened, he
have received arguments from made a "poor decision" to drink
the other fraternity defendants and drive and accepted responon appeal that because we sibility for Shaheen's death.
released Harrison Yonts they are Yonts had been sentence to 20
not liable, either."
years after being found guilty of
Freed said he believes the fra- murder, driving under the influternity is liable in what hap- ence, tampering with evidence
pened.
and leaving the scene of an acci"We believe several of these dent.
defendants had independent
Fletcher, a Republican, did not
duties to the public, particularly pardon Yonts as requested, but
in the fraternity case," Freed did reduced the sentence to
said. -They used their grounds eight years with the possibility
to host and promote underage that he'll be eligible for parole
drinking as a means to derive after serving 18 months. The
membership and revenue, and decision came shortly before
they create a hazard. When you handing the office of governor
knowingly create a hazard over to newly-elected Gov.
though illegal activity on your Steve Beshear.
property I think you have a duty
Kentucky
According to
to take reasonable steps to con- Department of Corrections offitrol it, and we don't think they cials, Yonts has been scheduled
did."
to serve one year for tampering
Yonts was represented in the with physical evidence and
case by Louisville attorney Don eight years for murder and will
Brown. Brown could not be not be eligible for parole until
contacted for comment as of November 2013. He is schedpress time this morning.
uled to be released from his full
According to the suit, Yonts' sentence should he not be
insurance will cover only paroled January, 26, 2015.
$250,000 of the settlement;
Shaheen was scheduled to
however the agreement could graduate the following month.
also claim future earnings to settle the judgment.

From Front

4

any private educational institution would generally be permitted under Section 4C(3)." This
sentence was preceded by one
that said the code of conduct did
not govern a judge's service in
non-governmental positions.
In May, Taylor and Barren
County Circuit Judge Phil
Patton, who previously served
on the University of Kentucky
Board of Trustees, both filed
petitions to the Supreme Court
to review the opinion. The court
declined the request.
The opinions of the Ethics
Committee do not have the
force of law, but judges generally follow them to avoid conflict.
Taylor was elected to the Court
of Appeals in 2003.
"The University is sorry to be
losing Jeff Taylor as an MSU
Regent, but we understand the
circumstances that forced this
resignation," MSU President
Dr. Randy Dunn wrote in a
statement this morning. "Judge
Taylor's voice on the Board is
one that will be missed and that
voice helped to keep Murray
State moving forward in progressive and exciting ways. His
rational approach to tackling the
challenges that the University
faces made him a leader on the
Bard and his departure leaves a
seat that won't easily be
replaced. Judge Taylor loves
Murray State University and we
wish him the hest."

11 Truck traffic ...
see this increased activity level
include KY 1836/Hammond
the new roadway from KY Road, Cook Store Trail, Potts
299/Kirksey,HighwayAtaseward Road,
299/Kirksey
KY
to KY 1836/Hammond Road Highway, Coleman Trail, KY
near Coldwater. Once the gravel 783/Airport Road, Hale Road,
base is in place, nuck.s will and Brinn Road.
immediately begin hauling
Motorists traveling these
asphalt to place base pavement routes should be alert for a subcourses along the same section. stantial increase in truck and
Motorists are likely
to equipment traffic for about fourencounter equipment seven to-six weeks whenever weather
days a week with most construc- permits, he said.
tion concentrated between 7
Jim Smith Contracting is the
a.m. and 7 p.m., CDT, Todd prime contractor on this $15.2
added.
million highway improvement
Loaded trucks will be hauling project that includes fluid grade
material southward on US 641, work, gravel sub-surface,
then turning west into the New asphalt surfacing, landscaping,
KY 80 construction corridor and and other finish work along an
traveling westward along the 8-mile section of KY 80
corridor. Empty trucks will between KY 1836/Hammond
make the return trip along the Road near Coldwater and Brinn
same route. This will impact Road near Murray. The estimattraffic along all side roads that ed completion date for this concross through the New KY 80 struction project is late Spring
work zone. Motorists are of 2010, Todd noted.
reminded that stop signs arc up
Motorists should take note of
for all roads that cross through this increase in construction
the construction corridor, he activity along new KY 80 and
said.
adjust driving habits accordingHighways and roads that will ly.

From Front

II Celebration ...
Cream Festival which will take
place Friday and Saturday,
balls, straw rockets and the September 11-12 at Chestnut
Murray Fire Department will be Park which will include a co-ed
on-hand to soak anyone that softball game for the first time.
wants to stay cool.
A carnival is planned at the
Murray Police and Calloway park on September 15 -17.
County Sheriff's Department Details will be forthcoming.
will sponsor golf can rides for Events to follow will include the
those with a driver's license or annual Trail of Treats and
learner's permit that will also be Christmas in the Park.
allowed to wear speciallyIn other actions, board memdesigned goggles that allow the bers chose to borrow about
driver to experience what it $52,000 from BB&T bank to
might seem like to drive drunk. pay off contractors waiting
The event is an educational awaiting payment for removing
service to the public.
"hanging" tree limbs resulting
Also, Martin announced the from January's ice storm. Park's
dates for several other special Director Matt Martin said the
event to take place at the parks project has been completed. The
in the coming months including department expects to pay about
a parks staff appreciation cele- $250 per month on the loan:
bration from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. however some of the cost of the
Saturday at Murray Swimming project will be reimbursed by
Pool.
the
Federal
Emergency
Also planned is the annual Ice Management Agency.

From Front
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Kentucky

Ky. considers jai woos for nonvieloot offouslors
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP)— Kentucky is considering a cost-saving initiative that could allow people arrested for marijuana possession, prostitution and hundreds of other nonviolent crimes to
avoid going to jail.
The Kentucky Supreme Court has approved a proposal to test
the initiative in a handful of counties before deciding whether to
expand it statewide.
Justice Will T. Scott said the move has the potential to save the
state more than $400,000 a day in jail costs by allowing people
arrested on any of more than 700 mostly obscure charges to immediately post bail and go home.
Prosecutors favor testing the initiative, saying it makes sense
financially and poses no risk to public safety.

a

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— A Kentucky legislative panel will
hear testimony from representatives of two organizations for local
governments that have been scrutinized for their spending habits.
Officials from the Kentucky Association of Counties and the
Kentucky League of Cities are scheduled to appear before the
Interim Joint Committee on Local Government on Aug. 26.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported earlier this summer that
KACo's top five staff members spent $600,000 in two years on
travel, meals, sports tickets, gifts and other expenses. The group is
funded by more than 100 Kentucky member counties.
The newspaper also reported three League of Cities executives
mounted $300,000 in credit card expenses over three years. The
organization provides lobbying and other services to 382
Kentucky cities.

Group to get $1M for CM War aradversasy
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)— Kentucky historians ate expecting a
financial boost to help cover the costs of celebrating the upcoming
150th anniversary of the Civil War.
• The Kentucky Historical Society got word last week it was getting a $1.05 million grant to help pay for Kentucky's Civil War
Sesquicentennial commemoration. Kentucky's theme for the
anniversary will be "Discovering Together: Kentucky's Civil War
Landscapes."
The anniversary takes place from 2011 to 2015.
More information on the state's plans are available online at
www.history.ky.gov.
NMI NMI OM MIN MO MOM OM Min

the outstanding leadership of
these principals and their commitment to creating successful
learning communities. Because
of them, students thrive academically, teachers grow professionally, and communities
are strengthened."
The National Distinguished
Principals program is made possible through the corporate
sponsorship of VAL1C, an
industry leader currently managing long-term investment programs for more than 28,000
education, health care, public
sector, and other not-for-profit
and for-profit organizations in
more than 41,000 locations representing nearly 2 million
investors throughout the countryIn October, Sullivan will travel to Washington, D.C., for two
days of activities planned to
honor and bring recognition to
the elementary and middle-level
educators chosen by the states,
the District of Columbia, private
and overseas schools.
Criteria for selection of the
principals, set by NAESP and
the U.S. Department of
Education, require that the honorees are active principals of
schools where programs are
designed to meet the academic
and social needs of all students
and where there are firmly
established community ties with

parents and local businesi
organizations.
Sullivan was named the
Graves County Schools' 200f,
Administrator of the Year. She i%
a member of the District
Instructional Leadership Teanii
Kentucky Leadership Academ3t
the School Administrativit
Manager Cohort, KAESP, an4
NAESP.
She also serves as a Kentucki
Principal Intern Preparatio0
Program mentor. She recentlj
taught as an adjunct professtil
for Bellarmine University it
preparing a cohort of aspirin/
Gravy)
principals
among
County teachers. She has prit,
sented instructional leadership
practices at conferences of tilt;
Kentucky
School
Boardj
Association and the Kentuckle
Association
of
School
Administrators.
She has participated in numet
ous church, community, and
charitable projects as well. .;
Sullivan and her husbaniZ
Matt Sullivan, live in Winga
and are the parents of three chig
dren: Courtney, IS; Mattisoi
10; and Canaan, 2.
KAESP is affiliated witi
NAESP. The national organi
tion is based in Washingt
D.C., and is comprised of son
30,000 members. To learn mo
phone Kaylen Tucker at (lOfl
684-3345.
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GALLOWAY COUNTY FAVORITES
All diplomacy aside, everyone has their favorites, and we wont to know who yours are. In preparation for our upcoming 'Readers'
Choice 2009" section, we're asking readers to fill us in on their area favorites,from auto dealers to steak houses, we want to know who
your favorites are! To add your votes to this year's poll, just fill out the form below and send it to us before Wed., Aug. 28th at 5 p.m.
TO THANK YOU FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION, YOUR NAME WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE ENTERED INTO A
RANDOM DRAWING TO WIN ONE OF TWO $100 CASH PRIZES.
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Favorite Elated Oficial

Favorite Caterer

Favorite Photography Studio

Favorite blakanillestaitam

Fermin Brekerfieveslaisat Pint

Favorite Paving Service

Favorite Jewelry Store

Favorite Adam Restannat

Favorite Antique Store

Favorite Pain Store

Favorite Pest Control Service

Favorite BBQ Restanesat

Favorite Car Wash

Favorite Lumber Yard

Favorite Appliance Store

Favorite Plate lb Get Deemer'

Favorite Florist
Favorite Veterinarian

Favorite Bookstore

Favorite Piece To Get A Barger

Favorite Auto Dealer
Favorite Optometrist
Favorite Fandture Store

Favorite Steak House

Favorite GM Skim

Favorite Piece lb Get Breakfast

Fermin Cldidron's Clothing Store

Favorite Cable Proviikr
Favorite Oil Change Service
Favorite Fitness Center

Favorite Place lb Get A Milkshake

Favorite LandscapInwe Service

Favorite Hair Salsa
Favorite Framing Store

Favorite Goff Coarse

Favorite Drug Store

Favorite Place lb Eat liven

Feverite Attorney

Favorite Barber Shop
Favorite Carpet Store.
Favorite Dentist
Favorite Physical Therapist

Favorite Undo,Salon

Favorite Place lb Get Foal Food

Favorite Orthodionthe
Favor* limit Service

Favorite Bank

Favorite Place lb Get Home Cooking

Favorite Family Prectidoser

Favorite Hades & Cool* Santee

Favorite Day Care

Favorite Pbmbing Service

Favorite Auto Repair

Favorite Hardware Store

Favorite Bask Mier
(rum laths* rpm ut Book)

Favorite After 5 Hempel
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County Schools
raves County Central
Elementary
School
principal
Stephanie
Sullivan is Kentucky's 2009
National
Distinguished
Principal. The 2009 celebration
marks the 26th year that the
Association
of
National
Elementary School Principals
and the U.S. Department of
Education have presented the
prestigious award.
Sullivan was nominated and
selected by her fellow principals
through a statewide search
process conducted by the
Kentucky
Association
of
Elementary School Principals. Saglaside Sullivan
Sullivan has led Central since it
opened in the fall of 2004. Since
bachelor's degree in math as
its inception, the school has
scored at the proficient level of well as endorsement for individ100 or above on the ual intellectual assessment
Commonwealth Accountability grades K-12. She holds certifiTesting Systems assessment. cates from MSU for teaching
Sullivan previously was princi- and guidance counseling on the
pal of Lowes Elementary for secondary level, K-12 principal.
three years, a Graves County and instructional leadership
Middle School guidance coun- supervisor of instruction. She
selor for three years, and a also earned an educational speGraves County High School cialist superintendent degree.
"At the helm of every successmath teacher for eight years.
ful
school is a successful princiAs a student, she attended
school at Wingo through the pal." said Gail Connelly,
11th grade and was a member of NAESP's executive director.
the first graduating class of "Our National Distinguished
GCHS in 1986. From Murray Principals program provides us
State University she holds a with an opportunity to recognize

Panel to look at spending by emulations

y level
nmond
Potts
arksey
il, KY
Road,

note of
ruction
80 and
cording-

Murray State graduate Sullivan selected
as 2009 National Distinguished Principal

News in Brief

Favorite Coffee Home

Favorite Chiropractor

Favorite Restaurant

Favorite Real Estate Agency
Favorite Comigameat Shop

Favorite Place 'lb Get Piste

Favorite Real Estate Agent

Favorite Lomb Spot

Favorite Gm Station

Favorite Grocery Store

Favorite Ladies Clothing Store

Favorite Insurance Agency

Favorite Senior Living Community

VOTE HI'
AIUG. 28TH!

Favorite Clothing Store

A MAXIMUM OF FIVE BALLOTS PER INDIVIDUAL VOTER WILL BE COUNTED. Photo copies of ballots will not be accepted.
Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for your local favorites in our special "Best of Calloway County
Readers' Choice 2009 section published in October. Mall ballot to or drop off at:
MURRAY

Name

LEDGER&TIMES

Phone

P.O. lox 1040, Murray, KY 42071
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY
CONTEST RULES:
1. Must be at least 18 years of age to enter. Employees of this newspaper and their families are not eligible 2. Entries must be received
by this newspaper before 5 p.m. on Wed. Aug. 28th. 3 Cash prize winners will be selected via random drawing Decision of newspaper
is final. 4. At least 10 categories must be filled in for your ballot to b. valid and counted. S. All entries should contain the name of a business unless otherwise specified. 6. EnMes must include full name & phone number to be valid & counted.
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Robotic camera to save U.S., Afghan lives
FORWARD OPERATING
BASE
SPIN
BOLDAK,
Afghanistan (AP) — Sgt. I st
Class Gregory Henson goes OW
on patrol with a computer on his
back and a joystick in his holster. He also carries a rifle, but
the military is hoping he'll soon
have less need for it.
A wired generation of U.S.
soldiers is about to battle-test a
high-tech weapon calculated to
reduce civilian casualties in
Afghanistan.
A key component is the
"Dragon Egg," a softball-sized
robotic camera that can be
thrown over a hill or into a
building without endangering
troops. It rights itself like a
Womble Wobble toy and delivers
a• 360-degree view through its
four tiny cameras. If any innocents are in the area, the soldier
can mark the spot using his
backpack computer to ward off
an air strike.
"You don't have to enter a
ruin. You don't have to worry
AP
about the first man in the room,"
said Sgt. Mike Fraser, who has Afghan police survey the scene of a suicide car bomb attack on the outskirts of Kabul this
been trained on the use of the morning. A bomber attacked a NATO convoy killing at least seven civilians and wounding
cameras made by La Verne, some 50 people, including several international troops.
Calif.-based Octatron Inc.
chance of endangering civilians,
The Ft. Lewis, Wtuth.-based receive a Dragon Egg kit.
The idea is to bring down the back off, even if it means the brigade is putting the computer
Land Warrior comes with a
Afghan civilian death rate, Taliban get away.
system, called "Land Warrior" viewfinder that drops over a solwhich is stoking public anger
With the new technology, by
manufacturer
General dier's eye and displays an aerial
and draws denunciations from "we can put a no-fire area over a Dynamics, into its first large- map marked with roads and
President Hamid Karzai after mosque or a school," said Col. scale use in Afghanistan, distrib- towns, along with icons desigeach incident.
Harry Tunnell, commander of uting it to vehicle commanders nating hostile forces and civilIn one of his first actions the 5th Stryker brigade that or other team leaders, meaning it ians. Soldiers pinpoint locations
since taking over as head of U.S. deployed
southern will be carried by about one in with satellite data and type notes
to
and
NATO
forces
in Afghanistan this summer as part every five or seven soldiers in into the system using a thumb
Afghanistan, Gen. Stanley of the 21,000 additional U.S. the brigade of more than 5,000 keyboard that looks like the
McChrystal issued a tough new troops ordered in by President people. Each combat platoon of sliced-off bottom half of a
rule on airstrikes: If there's any Barack Obama.
a few dozen soldiers will all Blackberry.

Mrs. Agnes Watson

Mrs. Agnes Watson, 92, died Monday. August 17, 2009, at 6:10
p.m., at her home. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of
arrangements.

bons Howard Boom,Sr.

James Howard Boone, Sr., 75, Murray, died Monday, August 17,
2009, at 10:22 p.m. at his home. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.

Delo Dooms

The funeral for Dale Duncan will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Bro. Mike Rhodes and Bro.
Darrell Walker will officiate. Burial will follow in the McDaniel.
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m.
today (Tuesday). Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmiller.com.
Mr. Duncan, 65, Murray, died Sunday, Aug. 16, 2009, at 10:20
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. He was a member of Puryear
Baptist Church. Preceding him in death were his patents, Everett
Duncan and Katherine Donelson Duncan, and two brothers, Charles
and James Duncan. He was born May 3, 1944. Survivors include his
wife, Nancy Townsend Duncan, and one son, Adam Duncan,
Murray; and one daughter, Patty Duncan, Grand Rivers.

Oily D. Rood
No public visitation or services for Billy D. Reed are scheduled.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Reed, 57, Murray, died Saturday, Aug. 15,
2009, at 2:05 a.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
He was an Air Force veteran of the Vietnam War.
Born Sept. 7, 1951, in Peoria, Ill., he was the son of
the late William Lester Reed and Wilma Alene Jordan
Thorne. Survivors include two daughters, Misty
Dawn Mast and husband, Adam, Paris, Tenn., and Crystal Gail
Buxton and husband, Ian, Oak Grove; six grandchildren.

Mort N. Coils

The funeral for Bert H. Collins was Monday at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Terry Morris officiated.
Burial was in the Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Collins, 85, Shoemaker Road, Murray, died Friday, Aug. 14,
2009, at 8:45 p.m. at Murray-Calloway Hospital.
A retired farmer and rental property owner, he was a member of
New Providence Church of Christ. Born Feb. 3, 1924, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late John David Collins and Mary
Downs Collins. Also preceding him in death were four brothers,
Edward,.1.0., James and C.(Bill) Collins; also numerous half brothers and sisters and extended family.
Survivors include his wife,Geneva Collins, to whom he was marstand what's going on, and so I Obama and Democrats are takried Sept. 21, 1946, in Calloway County; one daughter, Vicky Lynn
think there's a little more con- ingcern about what's going to hapFor example. 52 percent of Collins Nall and husband, Dennis, Houston, Texas; four grandchilpen to the health care system in respondents in the Robert Wood dren, Dennis C. Nall Jr., Timothy Alan Nall and wife, Mercedes,
the future," Blewett said.
Johnson poll said they were very Sarah Nall West and husband, Roger, and Angela Nall Gutowsky
The Robert Wood Johnson or somewhat worried that they and husband, Will, all of Houston; three great-grandchildren, Alyssa
survey doesn't specifically wouldn't be able to afford future and Colby Gutowsky and Noah Nall; three sisters-in-law, Juanita
Collins, Voazes Collins and Elaine Collins, all of Murray; several
BIGISUfe whether people support care, and nearly 30 percent said
or oppose Obama's health care they were very or somewhat nieces, nephews, great-nieces and great-nephews.
agenda. Recent surveys have worried they would go bankrupt
shown approval of Obama's from medical bills. Lower- Mrs. Mary Aso Mk
A graveside service for Mrs. Mary Ann Willis was today
handling of the issue slipping, income people expressed greater
(Tuesday) at 11 a.m. at the Elm Grove Cemetery, Rev. David
with 45 percent of registered concerns.
voters in a Marist Poll released
There was also a certain Cunningham officiated. Pallbearers were Tommy Hibbard, Steve
Friday saying they disapprove amount
of
satisfaction Ross, Phillip McGary, Terry McGeehee and David Lamb. Brown
of how the president is handling expressed. Asked to rate the Funeral Home of Mayfield was in charge of arrangements.
Mts. Willis,66, Mayfield, died Saturday, Aug. 15, 2009, at 12:23
health care, while 43 percent quality of health care they
p.m.
at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield. She was a
approved.
said
it
received, 26.1 percent
But the Robert Wood was excellent, 34.5 percent said member of Elm Grove Baptist Church of Murray. Preceding her in
Johnson survey shows some pal- very gOod, 25.7 percent said death were one son, Mark Youngblood; her parents, Thomas and
pable concerns with the status good, 10.4 percent said fair and Euple Parish Lamb; one sister, Bessie Colson; and two brothers,
Leroy and Roger Dale Lamb. Survivors include three daughters,
quo — bearing out other polls, just 3.4 percent said poor.
including Marist, that show the
The telephone poll of 500 Cindy Stroud, Mayfield, LaJeana Hibbard, Martin, Tenn., and
public believes there should be people had a margin of sampling Cheryl Black, Clinton; one sister, Eva Smith, Murray; one brother,
changes to the U.S. health sys- error of plus or minus 4.4 per- Tom Lamb, Almo; eight grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
tem, even while they're con- centage points.
lams A. Thomas
cerned about the direction
Private services for James A. Thomas will be conducted. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St. Jude
Children's Hospital, St. Jude Tribute Program, P.O.
vaccine comes in, we'll ship it
A more recently discovered
Box 1000, Dept. 142, Memphis,TN 38148-0142.
out to the states. We're not going problem is a bottleneck in getMr. Thomas,60, New Concord, died Friday, Aug.
to sit on it," Hall said.
ting vaccine from huge vats into
14, 2009, at 5:50 p.m. at his home.
The government had long the syringes needed to deliver
An Army veteran of the Vietnam War, he was a self employed
insisted it was confident in the them, because of a limited num- truck driver; a member of Northside Baptist Church; a member of
120 million dose figure, even in ber of those so-called finish- Teamsters Union Local #236, Paducah, and of the 0.0.I.D.A.
late July as manufacturers from and-fill facilities, Hall said.
(Owner, Operator, Independent Drivers Association).
around the world revealed they
Another delay is in developBorn June 5, 1949, he was the son of the late Alfred Gentry
were having serious problems ing the test needed to make sure Thomas and Mary Bob Hubbs Thomas. Also preceding him in death
brewing shots. The chief ingre- doses are at the proper strength were his stepmother, Dotty Thomas, his father-in-law, Hubert
dient is grown in chicken eggs, before they're cleared for use.
Pittman, and one nephew, Dewayne Colson.
and companies were getting 30
The problem is with swine
Survivors include his wife, Diane Thomas: two daughters,
percent of usual doses per egg as flu vaccine, not vaccine against Michelle Stovall and husband, Troy, Murray, and Renee Kukowksi,
they do with regular winter flu the regular winter flu. Unlike its New Concord; two sisters, Marilyn Burkeen and husband, Randy.
vaccine. Health officials are new cousin, regular flu is riski- Dexter, and Gina Roberts and husband, Bill Killeen, Murray; three
working to address that problem est for older adults. Those inoc- grandchildren, Jessi Kukowksi and Seth and Jillian Stovall; stepby delivering to manufacturers ulations already are beginning in mother, Clara Thomas, Murray; mother-in-law, Blanche Pittman,
virus strains expected to grow parts of the country, and there is New Concord; several nieces, nephews, aunts, uncles and brother
better.
ample supply.
and sister in-law.

Poll: Concerns growing over access to health care
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Consumers' confidence about
their health care future and
access to care is dropping, particularly among seniors, as
debate over President Barack
Obama's health overhaul agenda
grows more conttntious.
• A monthly survey of conSumer sentiment on health care
limes shows that Americans'
oonfidence in insurance coverage, affordability and access
dropped 5.2 points in July, after
having risen slightly in June.
Among seniors eligible for
Medicare the drop was even
*ore striking — 10.4 points —
iuggesting ' the health Oate •
debate is raising alarm bats for
older Americans. The survey
was conducted even before coverage of raucous town hall meetings that highlighted public
opposition to Democrats' health
overhaul plans.
The health care consumer

confidence index is compiled by
the nonpartisan Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation, a philanthropic organization that supports health care reform. It uses
people's responses to a series of
questions — such as whether
they're worried about affording
prescription drugs or going
bankrupt from medical bills —
to determine an overall confidence score.
The overall score for July
was 97.2, down from 102.3 in
June. The highest possible score
is 200, the lowest zero.
"Americans continue to
struggle to afford health care
and I think they're still feeling
pinched by the downturn of the
economy, and there's also all the
debate in Washington," said
Lynn Blewett, director of a
University of Minnesota state
health data center that analyzes
the data for the foundation.
think people don't under-

Delay expected for swine flu vaccine
WASHINGTON(AP)— The fall, blamed on manufacturing
U.S. won't have nearly as much issues, will extend by a month
swine flu vaccine ready by mid- efforts to get people at highest
October as long predicted —45 risk vaccinated against the new
million doses instead of the flu strain. First in line are supanticipated 120 million, a feder- posed to be pregnant women,
children and health care workal official said Monday.
It's not a shortage but a delay, ers, followed by younger adults
Health and Human Services with flu-risky conditions such as
spokesman Bill Hall said. More asthma. Expect vaccination
will arrive rapidly after that, campaigns to start around Oct.
with about 20 million more 15 anyway, Hall said. They just
doses being shipped weekly will have to be smaller in scale
until the government reaches the than originally planned, as the
full 195 million doses ordered, supply trickles in more slowly.
he said. But the October short"Why would we wait? As
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Man steals 130 million
credit card numbers
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
former government informant
known online as "soupnazi"
stole information from 130 million credit and debit card
accounts in what federal prosecutors are calling the largest
case of identity theft yet.
Prosecutors said Monday that
Albert Gonzalez, 28, of Miami
broke his own record for identity theft, though his exploits
ended when he went to jail on
charges stemming from an earlier case involving 40 million
accounts.
Gonzalez is a former informant for the U.S. Secret Service
who helped the agency hunt
hackers, authorities said. The
agency later found out that he
had also been working with
criminals and feeding them
information on ongoing investigations, even warning off at
least one individual, according
to authorities.
Gonzalez, who is already in
jail awaiting trial in a hacking
case, was indicted Monday in

New Jersey and charged with
conspiring with two other
unnamed suspects to steal the
private information. Prosecutors
say the goal was to sell the
stolen data to others.
How much of the data was
sold and then used to make
fraudulent charges is unclear.
Investigators in such cases say it
is usually impossible to quantify
the impact of such thefts on
account holders.
Prosecutors say Gonzalez,
known online as "soupnazi," targeted customers of convenience
store giant 7-Eleven Inc. and
supermarket chain Hannaford
Brothers Co. Inc. He also targeted Heartland Payment Systems,
a New Jersey-based card payment processor.
According to the indictment.
Gonzalez and his two Russian
coconspirators would hack into
corporate computer networks
and secretly place "malware," or
malicious software, that would
allow them backdoor access to
the networks later to steal data.
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Show to
open at
Playhouse
in the Park

Murray Art Guild announces • call for
entries for the second anneal jaded photographer exhibition,"PROOFS." This will be
an exciting opportunity for local and regional artists 0(011 ages to enter their recent photographic works of art for a chance to win
one of nine awards. Michael Johnson, professor of art in photography, will be the Juror
for this year's exhibition which will take
place at the Robert 0. Miller Conbrence
Center
in downtown Murray.
Jo's
The deadline to enter digital images via
• Datobook CD of your work is Sept.4 at 3 p.m. at the
By Jo Buriteen
Guild office at MO North 4th St., Murray.
Community
The MI prospectus with guidelines and other
Editor
Important dates can be found on the webeite:
www.murrayartguild.org. For more Information, contact the
Mice by phone at 753-4059 or e-mail to murrayartinlidOnsurray-iti-net.

MHS Class plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1999 will have its 10-year reunion
on Saturday, Sept. 5. A donut breakfast will be at Murray Middle
School atrium and a memorial for Micah Cathey will follow on Ty
Holland Field. A dinner will be at 7 p.m. at Mugsys at a cost of $30.
Class members are asked to make reservations at mhsreunion1999@live.com.

Tiger Booster Club will meet

.m. in the
officiated.

Tuesday, August 18, 2410,•

Murray Tiger Booster Club will meet Wednesday at 5 :30 p.m. at
Murray High School. All coaches, sports representatives, parents
and other interested individuals are encouraged to attend.

CCHS Class of 1979 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1979 will have its 30year reunion on Saturday, Sept. 19 at the Hazel Community Center.
It is not too late to send in your forms and fee if you wish to attend.
For more information call Bill Vincent at 293-1249.

Photo Provided

NEW MEMBERS: Murray Rotary Club welcomed four new members at a recent lunch meeting at Pagliai's Restaurant. They are, from left, Don Hoffacker, Murray State University, Ken
Andrus, Oakwood Studios, Angela Hayden, Dialog Communications, and Jane Shoemaker,
Murray Digital Solutions, who all spoke to the members about their background.

Challenge coming to Paducah

PADUCAH, Ky. — More than
30 teams are expected to panicipate when Biggest Challenge in
Kentucky makes its debut in
Paducah on Saturday, Aug. 22.
Special Olympics plans sign-ups
The inaugural Big Brown
Murray-Calloway County Special Olympics will hold sign-ups
Truck
Pull will be held that
for the 2009 bowling season on Thursday at 6 p.m. at Hazel Baptist
evening
on Lower Broadway
Church. Games will be played and a meal will be provided free of
charge; however, donations will be accepted. Laura Miller, local during the Downtown After
coordinator, said "we would like to encourage all eligible athletes to Dinner Festival. The event feaCome and join. Eligible athletes must be 8 years of age to adult and tures teams in three divisions,
have an intellectual disability. For more information contact Miller vying to see who can pull a
at 293-9054.
loaded UPS 18-Wheeler 12 feet
in the fastest time. The pull will
Lodge 138 will meet
get underway at 6 p.m. with an
Woodmen of World Hazel Lodge 138 will have a Fish Fry and opening ceremony and the first
Game Night tonight (Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at Harmon Hall, Murray.
Members are asked to bring desserts. All members are urged to pull will take place at approximately 6:30.
attend.
Teams are limited to 15 pullers
and can be made up of friends,
Lodge 170 will meet
Woodmen of World Lodge 170 will have a picnic tonight family members or coworkers.
(Tuesday) at 6 p.m. at Camp WOW. The meal will be served, but Many teams that participate in
feel free to bring homemade ice cre,am or dessert.,Not the change the Big Brown,Truck pull come
of location, but the swimming pool has been closed for the season. from companies and other community organizations, but they
MMS Council will meet
could just as easily be any 15
Murray Middle School Based Decision Making Council will friends or neighbors.
meet today (Tuesday) at 4 p.m. in the mediia center.
Milers raise a minimum of
$50(or $750 per team) to comBingo planned 'Ibesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo tonight(Tuesday) at 6:30 pete. Prizes will be awarded for
the fastest pull time in men's,
p.m. at the KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.
women's and co-ed (minimum
of
six women)divisions as well
Al-Anon meeting Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet tonight(Tuesday)at 6:30 p.m. at First United as to the team that shows the
Methodist Church. Enter from the rear door located near the play- most team spirit. Additional
ground. The only requirement is that there be a problem of alco- prizes will be awarded to the
holism or addiction in a relative or friend.
Top Fundraising Team and the
Top individual Fundraiser, who
Murray Singles will meet
will automatically win a
Murray Singles will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. in the
Samsung
digital camera and
annex of the Calloway County Public Library. For more information
Texas
Roadhouse gift cer$100
call Pat at 489-2909.
tificate.
All participants receive the
Corn Maze now being shown
The 8 acre Corn Maze behind the Locust Grove Baptist Church official Big Brown Truck Pull Twill be open from 7 to 9 p.m. on Thursday and from 7 to 10:30 p.m. shirt, but pullers who raise more
on Friday and Saturday. Water is provided free of charge. Drinks are money can earn prizes including
a 50 cents donation, and donations will be accepted for the youth backpacks, blankets and tailgate
ministry and missions. The church is located on Locust Grove Road, chairs. One lucky person could
off Ky. Hwy. 121 South, Murray.

Fire-Rescue
plans
fundraiser
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
will conduct its annual fundraiser in the form of a mailer to
county residents this week. The
'nailer constitutes the only
fundraiser the squad conducts,
and is to ask for donations for
the rescue division which is not
supported by tax revenue, and is
funded solely on a donation
basis, according to Earl Hicks,
chief, and Terry Ridgley, board
chairman.
All residents should receive a
flyer in the mail an the next few
days, and the squad asks that
everyone take time to read it and
contribute as they can.
Questions can be directed to
the main station at 101 East
Sycamore St., Murray, or by
phone at 753-4112.

To place an
ad call
753-1916
MGR& TIMES

'If you're looking for an
evening full of belly laughs and
just plain ole fun, please make
plans to see the show "Dearly •
Departed" at the Playhouse in the Park" said Lisa Cope, exec-'
utive director. One reviewer
says this show is "drop dead'
funny." The 'furpin family-.
proves that living - and dying
in the South are seldom tidy and
always hilarious. The cast says
"we know these people* and
we're just guessing that you will
recognize a character or two
maybe in your own family!
The show is directed by
Stacey Smith. Cast members'
are Kay Scarbrough,Jeff Miller,
Lisa Cope, Matt Adams, Jessica
Norwood, Lou Powell, Adam^
Miller, Haley Howland, Terry
Little, Holly Bloodworth, and.
Brian O'Neill.
Imes-Miller Funeral Home &-sCrematory is the sponsor for the.
show.
The show opens Friday and
runs through August 30.,
Friday and Saturday shows are,
at 7 p.m. Sunday matinees are at
2:30. Tickets are available ow
the website, playhouseinthep4
ark.net, or by calling the box
office at 759-1752. Office
hours are from 1 to 5 p.m.,'
and'
Mondays, Tuesdays
Fridays; and 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Thursdays: and closed on'
Wednesdays.

win an LG 32-inch HDTV.
sports training and competition
Proceeds from the event go to for children and adults with
benefit Special Olympics ath- intellectual disabilities. Special
letes in Western Kentucky and Olympics helps athletes develop
throughout the state. The pull is physical fitness, gain increased
sponsored by UPS, The confidence and build selfKentucky Law Enforcement esteem. Participation is open to
Torch Run.SuperValu, Whaler's all individuals eight years of age
Catch, Electric 96.7 and or older. More than 6,000 athWKYQ.
letes train and compete yearWhile the Big Brown Thick round in Kentucky in 15 differPull is new to Paducah it is not ent sports.
new to the state. The event was
unveiled last year in Louisville,
raising more than $140,000 in
its first year. The Big Brown
Truck Pull replaced Plane Pull
events that had been held for
Coupon nount occompiurvy
more than a decade in Kentucky.
in all, similar events have rinsed
Hours: Monday - Friday(5 am-2 pm)
more than $1.5 million for
Friday Night Fish (5 pm -8 pm)• Saturday(6 am-11 am)
Special Olympics programs in
the state in their history.
Hwy.94 East(Formerly Skusdre D's)• Murray,KY le
Special Olympics is the
(270)753-4826
world's largest program of
oth • W
ak.
—"
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THANK YOU
to our contributors for the

'
July 19th Fish Fry Fundraiser •o410
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Murray Supply Larry & Joyce Hurt
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Benson Sporting Goods Eric Benson

Vintage Rose Emporium
Domino's Pizza
Culver's of Murray
Jean-Marie's

0111 I

Brinn's Quality Service & Lube Dwight & Janet Brinn

Big Apple Café

Kroger

Fidalgo Bay

Massey's BP Gas - Hugh Massey

New Life Christian Bookstore

Pocket's Shell

Kenn Tenn Sports (Martin, TN)

The Festive Touch

WKMS

La Cosina Mexicana

Mick Cronin

Quizno's

Claire Fuller

Dairy Queen

Tim Masthay

Chen Theatres

Adam Meloan with Kansas City

University Book & Bean
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Wizards
Dennis & Carmletta Norvell
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The Butcher Block

A special THANK YOU to all thefamilies
and players who sold tickets and helped
with the dinner in any way.
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of thee ads for any
error. Murray Ledger & Times MN be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error shod be reported immediately so corrections can
be made.
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NOTICE OF HEARING
CALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
The Calloway County Board of Education will hold a public hearing in the
Calloway County Board of Education meeting room, 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, Kentucky, on August 27, 2009 at 6 p.m. to hear public comments
regarding a proposed general fund tax levy of 37.9 cents on real property and
38.2 cents on personal property.
The General fund tax levied in fiscal year 2009 was 37.6 cents on real property
and 39.9 cents on personal property and produced revenue of $4,693,018.64.
The proposed General Fund tax rate of 37.9 cents on real property and 38.2
cents on personal property is expected to produce $5,019,179.96. Ofthis amount
$628,116.73 is from new and personal property The compensating tax for 2010
is 36.6 cents on real property and 36.8 cents on personal property and is expected to produce $4,833,927.24.
The general areas to which revenue of $326,161.32 above 2009 revenue is to be
allocated are as follows: 3% for cost of collections, under funded salary increases, unfunded state mandates, and reductions in State funding.

Exciting career opportunity for a bright, energetic and herd working Individual. You will work
In a fast-paced and team-oriented culture
*Mere dedication and achievement is rewarded.
We are seeking someone with office experience in accounting or bookkeeping, MS Office,
and/or customer service that can work successfully with minims' supervision. H.S. Voma
plus 2 years' prior office experience preferred.
The successful candidate must demonstrate a
customer focused attitude and be an energetic,
detail-oriented person with excellent communication and telephone skills.
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'THE Murray'Locale &
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souroes reliable, but
inaocuracies do occur.
Readers using this
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their
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herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
limes, nor any of its
employees accept any
reeponsibleity whatsoever for their activities.
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BARTENDER, DAY
SHIFT 641 Club in
Puryear, Tennessee.
Good pay forth. right
person. 3 or 4 days a
weak. Must be neat in
Bring
appearance.
resume in person 11-6.
731-844-3796
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DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
"AVIV le
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobeetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this webeite.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the hturray Ledger
& Tunes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
die Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
FIRST Presbyterian
Church in Paris, TN is
looking for a part-time
accompanist. Organ &
piano skills required.
Competitive
salary.
Please send resume
to: P.O. Box 107, Paris,
TN 38242 or e-mail to:
fpcparis charterinternetcorn
LPN/RN every other
weekend 6a-8p 12
hours. Apply in person
Acres
Green
at
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing, Mayfield KY.
Practical Dental
Assisting
RegIstrsdon is now
open clam begins on
Sept. 12,2000.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present job
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohledentalco
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

PULMO
D950
Pharmacy is now hking for a Full-Time
Warehouse
Lead.
The Warehouse Lead
Is responsible for
assisting Ni warehouse
operations
and
responsibilities as nee-

Human Resources
P.O. Sox 311
fitsylkdd, KY 42088

BOARDS
Is accepting resumes
for an
Accounting
Associate/Fleoeptionist
Position
includes
vouchering Accounts
Payable, invoicing,
data entry, general
clerical dirties requiring
good organizational
skills and attention to
detail, processing mail,
operating company
phone system, greeting visitors, and other
accounting duties as
required.
Successful candidate
will be personelle, with
excellent phone skills
and be proficient in
Excel.
and
Word
Minimum of 1-2 years
an
experience in
accounting environment is a plus.
SPORTABLE SCOREBOARDS offers competitive wages and
Submit
benefits.
recruitresume to:
ing0scoreboard1.com
or send to: Human
Resources, 106 Max
Hurl Drive, Murray KY
42071

EEL.
S PORTABLE
SCOREBOARDS has
an immediate opening
for a Prolect Manager
who will work as a
ri/mber of the Special
Projects Team.

S portabl•
Scoreboards offers a
benefit
competitive
and wage package
and the opportunity for
Email
advancement
to:
your
resume
H YPERLINK
"mallto:em_recruiting0scoreboard1.corn
11111.Jsgruffing0scoreboardl.com or mall to:
Human
Resources,
108 Max Hurl Drive,
Murray KY 42071.

I State
1
Daytime Ph.
1
Mail this coupon with payment to:
1
1
Murray Ledger & Times
1
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (270) 758-1916

Free
Pallets
1
1
1

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Spooling
Goods, 519 S. 1201.
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard Si gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109

DEPENDABLE loving
chddcare. 293-9794.

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times
First Come - First Serve
Pious No Phone Calls

CROBLEY heavy duty
dryer. 2 years old.
$125. 270-873-2317
II A 11(.1
%FEW I ION
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5A141) I IKON`,
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clawing stove, white
with black trim, nice.
$175.00/080.
761-1317

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

FOR Sale: Productive
wood working business with customer
base. Interested parties only.
(270)970-7002

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3958

AKDOUES, Call Larry
753-3633
IMMO
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-8004
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999

"'OWNER Penance"
16410 3BR, 28a on
3.6 acres. $2,950
down, $545 a month.
3380 Guthrie Rd.,
Paris. 270-759-1011
1995 1640 Atlantic,
3BFV2BA,4-acres,
Kirksey area.
(270560-2061

2002 Clayton 1000
vinyl siding, 38R,28A,
excellent condition.
2704602625.

•28R. 28A 10x70
1906 Clayton home on
1/2 sore near Keniske

PR NM teltelSoh-

istroTmot
•4811, 28A 260
2001 Fleetwood home
on
3/4-acre. 10-miles
north of Murray 1-mile
Off
Hwy-641. $42,900.
270791-9792.
hOLE home on 1/2
awe w/porches, outbuildings a carport. 2
miles from Murray.
(270)293-5870

apt, various too
cations. Gatemen RE.
Move In free days.
753-9898
2 bedroom, all spoilCambridge
anon.
area. 293-8968

Property Ilianogstniont. LW

www.murraybyapartateats.Com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer. trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
C/H/A,
appliances.
water,sewer, and trash
pick-up furnished. 1
pet
small
indoor
allowed. $675 mo.
293-7404

AMERICAN Duncan
Phyle mahogany drop
leaf
dining
table
(w/protective pads.) 6dining
upholstered
chairs. Double china
cabinet. Loads of display & storage. $1,200
759-1664
CAMOUFLAGE bed,
chest. $175. 227-9827
ELECTROLUX, Kirby
& Rainbow vacuum
cleaners, discontinued
moJels, save big,
J.ry's
Sporting
Goods. Mayfield
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6381

GET THIS
1 X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
733-1916

2 BR apt near MSU.
Move in free days.
Coleman RE.
753-9098
2, 313R available.
Various locations.
Coleman RE.
753-9098
2011 apI. PartffillY furnished, some utilities
pets.
paid,
no
S300/mo. 767-9037
20P Duplex, C/H/A,
all eppilances. newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.
(270)753-0259
gizT IBA, near MSU,
all appliances furnished. $500 plus
deposit. References
required.
270-227-5554.
64 BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year lease,
$760/month, deposit.
62 BR stove, refrigerator, W&D, no pets, 1
year lease, deposit, 5
miles from town in
Airno $375. 753-4937
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move In free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9606
OWED for rent, all
appliances.

TS7404e.
TOWNHOUSES

for
rent. 4 BR 2.5 BA,
oven.
refrigerator,
stove, washer & dryer
included. Close to
Murray State $050 a
month. Call
270-346-0456.

ONE or two bedroom
house for rent in country. Comes with appliancee, one bath and
carport. One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets.
$575.00. Call
270-753-2905.

LARGE 3814 apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus, CA/A, W&D,
$800 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pe11.759-4696,
293-44500
NOW LEASING
1,28 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6058

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7600

G&C

STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Celt:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WA F3El I Oh SES
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WHIRLPOOL WI-

Name

I St Address
I
City

YAMAHA
Trumpet
including music stand.
electronic metronome,
mouth piece puller,
$450. 753-7526.

No calls please. Equal Opportunity Employar
AVF/ON

This position will be
responsible for managing individual prolects
from start to finish,
woridng with other
team members on new
• IBOduCt 11014.01/1
.
0 6•.
This
Experience Ni mainte- development.
• and position will work,. 24FT..Porolcipti leak
nano*
shipping/receiving is CAD drawings, 141 illtiodar weight gym,
plant massage table &
required. Ability to uct mimes,and
chair.(270)3644078
inuNdask and manage layout
time will be qualities of
our successful come- The successful candidate MN be • team
dies.
All positions require player with•manufacbackground,
minimum educational turing
leadership
abilities and
of
high
background
school diploma or GED be knowledgeable in
An
equivalent.
Please AutoCad.
Engineering
Tech
notify us of your interDegree or minimum 2est by ernadkig us at
resume.pulmodom Or 4 years experience in
Management is
otech.com or you can Project
slop Into our facility to desired.
complete an spokelion, M-F 8am-5pm,
at120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray, KY 42071. We
Equal
an
are
Opportunity Employer.
SPORTABLE SCORE-

Motorcyle
helmets.
jackets, boots. saddle
bags. Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, KY.
Nei*

We offer competitive wages and an excellent
benefits package. Please send resume to:

The General Assembly has required publication of this advertisement and
information contained herein.

CALLOWAY COUNIlf SCHOOL DISTIUCT
ANNUAL PINANCIALINTATEMBNT
Pursuant to Hones 0111 380 6101111105-20011 Pinancial titatainent for the Calloway
County School District is aveilehte b puldic review. The ilnanded information
may be viewed by visiting the Callevray County School District wabeite at the
following address: IgIghfumCnIlnamgkalguta. At the main menu,choose
"District Reporte than wren down to "Financial Reports'and chosen '2008-2000
Financial Statement" to review these documents.
If you are unable to view this document, you may contact the Calloway County
School District Central Oaks at(270)782-7300 for assistance

Rear tractor forks $150
OIL disk $450
Cift. box blade $400
PTO seed sower $250
PTO Auger $250
Ad $1,200
436-2727

THREE bedroom 2
bath duplex with doubts garage. All appliances, one year lease,
one month deposit, no
pets. $750.00 Call
270-753-2905.

219 Woodlawn 3BR,
'IBA, stove refrigerator,
w/d, CM/A. $675/mo,
$675/deposit,
pets
considered. 227-6973,
759-1771.
38R very nice, carport,
hardwood floors. Also
4BR, 2BA. Coleman
RE
753-9898
38R, 2BA, new w/d, 2car garage. 101 East Y
Dr. $700/mo. No pets.
270-227-9512.
501 Snuth 6th St.
Nice
3-BR, 1 BA, dining,
living, bonus room,
washer, dryer, refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, beautiful hardwood/tile.
270-761-1317.
HAZEL, 3BR, 1-1/2
Bath, $350/mo.
deposit. 492-8526
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J&LNENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH St
Corner 61121 S.& Giese&
UnGe $25 10,13 145
(270)436-2524
(170)2934906

Mmembiproo
For felk
COMMERCIAL prop
erty 1 masonry build
ing 1,200 soft. with
attached office & bathroom, 1 steel building
2,000
sq.ft,
with
attached storage & gas
heat, 1 building 2,500
sq.ft. with attached
shed on 1 acre east of
Murray. Right on Old
Newburg Rd., 1.7
miles on right. Phone
436-2727.

11
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Jlorr, your

3her

We Offer:
•All Size Units
•24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
•Climate Control

NEON REACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whftnell Ave.•753-3853

1

& Times

CIASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

W

Comicial Prop. For

eiss & ATV's

lease 48x40
metal building, 12ft.
walls, insulated, gas
heat. Located at 406
Sunbury Circle,
Murray. Call
270-436-2935
RETAIL Store in
Hazel. 2500 SF +/plus 960 SF porch.
Really nice!
$750.00/month.
Additional 2500 SF
available for only
$400.00 more if
needed
270-492-8211
South Center office/
business for rent.
1,000 sq,ft,., 700 sq.ft,
753-0606
FOH

-7,,Lna
111

& Stipples
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
TREEING Feist puppies 6wks. old. Great
puppies/squirrel dogs.
$75. 270-293-9966
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2007 Kawasaki Vulcan
900 Custom, low
miles, $5.000/000
293-7431
2007 Yamaha Virago,
1,400 miles, garage
kept, maroon w/ helmet. $2,500.
270-437-4472
03 Harley Davidson
100th Anniversary
lowrider, lots of extras.
$7,800. 293-9046.
2003 Yamaha
Roadster, 1600/cc,
Silvered°, garage
kept, 9,700/miles,
$6,500/obo. 759.
9305/227-2096
2000 350 Banshee
FMF exhaust, many
more extras. $3,200.
293-7781

USED TIRES

lect
Since 1986 '

24 noun manna
Res., Corn., & ind.
Licensed & insured
All jobs - big or small
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc.
Insured. Emergency
2934377
436-5141 AAFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters, junk
& tree work.

\
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HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work. Home: 731-2475359 or Cell: 731-2345933
SNS i4OUSE
CLEANING SERVICE
The deepest clean
aroundi Call ler
free wane*
(6111)5944299
(270)970-2733
YEARAY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

ARAG1

McCoy's
Lawn Service
Quality work at
a great pricel
'Mowing •Trimming
'Yard Clean-up
'Free Estimates'
(270)2934604
T&T Lawn Care. CaN
24/7 270-293-0468

JONES
ROOFING
Licensed I insured
Free estimates
MOON MOWING
SERVICE
Affordable lawn core
with negotiable
prices. Call Daniel

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355
s,•

i

•I

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccoacies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
' "
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Horse
boarding
$125/mo. Stasi or pasture. Located 10 miles
east of Murray. Call
270-293-7314 or
270-293-7315.

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
liouaing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Ad, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations or discrimination
State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real.estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. Milam,(703)648-1000.
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HALEY Real &tate
Appraising
270-759-4219

WATERFRONT
SALE!
Lakefront Lot
w/ Dock Built
only
$49,900
(was $124,900)
Owner
must sell spectacular
lakefront lot w/
boat dock already
built on fabulous
160,000
acre recreational lake
in KY. Pa/led rd w/
utils
& new survey.
Excellent financing.
Call now
1-800-704-3154, x
3148. %MAW.kylakesale.corn

Call 753-5606

-'0 11^i)!

ANDRUS Excavabng
TOYOTA Camry LE,
92, excellent condition. $2,500 OBO.
759-4340
07 Mazda RX-8
Black, 31)00(
270-293-9734
2003 Nissan Anima
2.5S, silver, excellent
condition. NADA price
$8,475. Asking $7,975.
Need to sell; just
bought new car. Call
Wendy 293-2932.

and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-6726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

I l \\ Is
\I f

2002 Nissan Sentra
GXE 107,000k_ $4,500
obo. 270-227-7794
"ii
1965 El Camino,
Fisher Body, Roadster,
327 motor bored 40
over. Dart heads,
Elderbrock intake &
cart), MSD ignition
box, HFI distributor, 2
yr. old transmission,
low miles on motor,
Griffin 4 core radiator,
Auburn gear limited
slip(308 Gear),0,000
in the motor, $2,500
firm. 270-978-2111 for
more info.

BRUSH & Hammer.
Painting, fix-irs &
repairs, decks pressure washed and
stained.. 436-2228.

Summer is cat season at shelters
By LINDA LOMBARDI
For The Associated Press

1964 Cadillac
Fleetwood, original
title, $4,500/0130.
(270)978-7225

2007 Dodge Ram
1500, reg. cab, 5.7L,
V8, hemi. 4x4, Rhino
bed liner, running
boards, 27,000 miles.
neg.
$17,500
(270)978-1566

I
•[

I [

1993 Ford
E350
Ambulance,
7.3L
diesel, 109,000 miles.
Ideal for contractors
and farmers, air conditioning break room.
$5,500 obo.
270-978-2111.
(()t.10MY AUTO
f101)' If pA I. %

)1'1 \
2005 Bass Tracker
185, 18ft. 90 h.p.
Mercury. $8,900 OBO.
(270)227-3337

' 4.4 acres on 121South. 4-miles from
[ Murray (Fox Rd)
492-6283

VO,
•All over
$3,000 & up
•Ono panel
&u
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Patrick Boehringer of Canton,
Mich., couldn't be a more satisfied customer. He calls Apricot,
his Certified Pre-Owned Cat,
"the best animal I ever had."
Apricot came with a free
"multipoint inspection" including spay/neuter surgery, vaccinations, behavioral evaluation
and grooming. And you can't
beat the price: As the Certified
Pre-Owned Cats campaign
poster says, with no money
down, no financing and no payments,these cats are "better than
new!"
Humane
The
Michigan
Society's clev.f.r ad campaign is
an effort to draw attention to a
problem that shelters all over the
country are dealing with: the
large number of adult cats looking for homes.
Mike Robbins, director of
marketing and communications

for the Michigan Humane
Society, says that in the shelter
world, "summer has always
been known as cat season." With
cats normally breeding in the
warm weather, shelters are deluged with kittens and have trouble finding homes for their adult
cats.
Economic conditions seem to
be aggravating the problem this
year. At the Animal Protection
Society of Durham, N.C., director of community outreach
Simon Woodrup says that the
number of pets they took in
June, for example, is up to 825
this year, from fewer than 700
last year.
At the Santa Fe, N.M.,
Humane Society, they're calling
it "Summer of 100 Cats," and
adoption
supervisor
Mark
Young says"we probably should
have called it 500."
Kittens still get adopted quick-

iionscome

,NTA

[DRAGE

AP Photo/Wdliam DeShazer, Chicago Tribune

AIR SHOW: The Aeroshell Aerobatic Team performs during the Chicago Air and Water Show on Saturday, Aug. 15..

2.5 story house on 8
acres with barn. With
picturesque view. East
of town, less than 1/2
mile from courthouse.
$199,500. 293-7252.
38R, 2 BA new con5trudion.1316
Larkspur, Campbell
Estate. $229,000.
Call for appt. 7533966. 293-9747.
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FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839,

227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
-Remodeling
-Additions
•Decks
Porches
•Pole Barns
*Laminate Floors
•Tile
•Mobile Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry Nimmo
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
41emodeling
-Screened Porches
•Garages
e‘ftlater & Termite
Damage
•Decks
*tome/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

HAPPY

BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday,Aug. 19, 2009:
This year, you approach life
with renewed energy and a constantly transforming perspective. You might not always be
comfortable with financial situations and what is happening, yet
you are able to intuit your path.
Still, keep a council of experts
the
know.
or
those
in
Opportunities definitely come
through networking and key
associates. If you are single,
you'll want to be careful about
your choice of sweetie. You
could choose someone who is
emotionally unavailable. If you
are attached, you gain from
weekends away, just the two of
you. LEO is a soul mate.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

II )ii'
101 St Rt 121N

753-8087

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Let your creativity
emerge after a discussion with
associates. You might feel as if
you are in an all-or-nothing situation. Adapt your thinking, and
solutions.
you'll
find
Understanding evolves, but it
won't happen like lightning.
Tonight: Remember, it is only
midweek!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

ly, says Dori Villalon, vice president of the San Francisco
Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals, but it's
harder to fmd homes for adult
cats than for kittens or dogs.
"Cats outnumber dogs threeto-one at our shelter," she says.
"The pet overpopulation problem in this country has really
become a cat overpopulation
problem."
Simon says that the economy
seems to be a factor in many
cases, judging by owner-surrender questionnaires. "The one
thing that we have seen a lot of
is people saying 1 can't afford
it," he says.
Part of the problem is that people who are forced to move,
either because of foreclosure or
simply needing to downsize, can
have a hard time finding petfriendly apartments,Young says.
These owner surrenders are like-

ly to be the adult animals, which
are harder to place.
As a result, shelters all over
the country have been inspired
to offer special no-fee or
reduced fee adults cat adoption
specials. In the past, shelters
worried about whether no-fee
adoptions would reduce the
value that people placed on their
pets, and Robbins said that the
Michigan Humane Society considered this carefully before
offering their program.
In fact, in their trial program,
and in a study conducted by the
American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty
to
Animals, there was no difference between people who'd
adopted for free and those who
had paid a fee.
"We've found there's been no
increase in return rates, which
are already low as it is," he says.

by lamellas War
*** One cannot say you are
lazy, but you might want to vanish or play it low-key for several
reasons. By extracting yourself
from a situation, you might view
Issues and projects without as
much feedback. Detachment will
increase your creativity. Tonight:
Happily at home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Break past a restriction, and honor your objectives.
Understanding could help illuminate a problem and display
another perspective and solution. Trust your instincts. Tonight:
Catch up on a friend's news.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You discover what is
going on with an investment.
Your efforts do not go unnoticed.
One-on-one relating elicits many
strong feelings. These feelings
could be more steady and
insightful than usual. Your gentle
manner draws many. Curb
moodiness. Tonight: Your treat.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** At best, yon can be a
force who's hard not to deal with.
Your imposing will and high
charisma blend, making you a
formidable figure. You could be
worried about the end results.
Your instincts point to stronger
decisions. Use timing to maximize what is happening Tonight:
What you want.
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Don't make a big decision
without necessary information_ If
you slow down the process, the

possibility for more information a new direction opens up possiwill emerge. You are on top of bilities. Someone is clearly "soft"
your game and can afford to hold on you. Listen to feedback,
on. Be aware of your limits. which will touch you in a proTonight: Everything is happening found manner. Deal with your
finances with the help of a savvy
quickly.
individual. Tonight: Dinner for
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Emphasis does make a two.
big difference, and others AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fab. 18)
respond when you point to key ***** Your ability to move a
directives. You are far more project past another's critical
upbeat when with groups. You insight is helpful. Still, it would
might not want to reflect over an serve you well to get past an
emotional situation. Touch base immediate issue and gather
with the many different options more information. You could be
possible before committing to an overwhelmed by everything that
approach. Tonight: Where there you hear. Discussions with a
partner could be staid. Tonight:
are many.
Sort through information.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Take a stand, and others PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
will respond. If you detach, look *** Toss yourself into work.
at what's happening behind the You are more entrenched than
scenes. Revel in the moment, as you have been in the past.
you gain understanding. Find Feelings could be quite intense.
answers through inquiry and Sort through your emotions perobservation. You have a unique haps at another time, as you
mix that makes a difference. could become quite distracted.
Understanding builds because of
Tonight: A must appearance.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) a friend's or loved One's attitude.
***** Break past rigid think- Tonight: Get some exercise.
ing. Up till now, your ideas have
been close to Impossible to BORN TODAY
understand. Once you under- Aviator Orville Wright (1871),
stand the manner in which you 42nd U.S. President William J.
filter information, you can make Clinton (1946), poet Ogden
Nash (1902)
an adjustment. Be open to all dif•••
ferent types of feedback.
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Tonight: A must appearance.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Internet at wuncjacquelinebi***** Deal with someone on gar.com.
an individual level and grow in a (c) 2009 by King Features
new way. Your ability to move in Syndicate Inc.

COMICS/ FEATURES
'Everyday heroes' inspire, Eczema miserable experience
enrich the lives they touch
for more than 70 years
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Looking Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Murray Mayor Freed Curd signing an
interlocal agreement that includes
the city in the Tri-County Area
Drug Task Force while Murray
Police Chief John Knight and Marshall County Sheriff Terry Anderson watch at the Marshall County ShentTs Deparenun, Benton. The
photo was by Staff Photographer
Bernard Kane.
Also published is a picture of
the members of the 1950 Murray
High School Class at their 40year reunion in front of Murray
Middle School.
Births reported include a boy
to Richard and Gail Wooster, Aug.
I.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Darren Gantt with his parents. Vernon and Delores Gantt, at the Boy
Scout Court of Honor of Troop
77 of Murray, when he was presented his Eagle Scout award,
highest award in Boy Scouting.
Births reported include a boy
to Shannon and Eric Doughty and
a girl to Lisa and James Payne,
Aug. 4; a girl to Ken and Phillip
Buck, Aug. 15; a girl to Karen
and Stephen Dycus and a girl to
Mary and James Baysenger, Aug.
16.
Mr. and Mrs. Ezba L. Beale
will be married for 60 years Aug.
25.
34) years ago
The Office of Human Development Services and Department
of Health, Education and Welfare
has awarded a grant of $104,200
to the Murray Board of Education with funds to be used for
the Head Start Program.
Calloway County Schools will
begin classes on Aug. 31, according to school officials.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rob Nance
Jr., Aug. 11.
Rev, Mike Littrell is the new
pastor of Salem Baptist Church,
located north of Lynn Grove.
40 years ago
Steve McCuiston, 12, and

Jimmy Burkeen, II. bulb of Rt.
5, Murray, were first place winners in the Junior Division of 4DEAR ABBY: I am a casuH Club Electrical Demonstration
al
reader of your column and
presented at the the Kentucky State
saw the June 15 letter from "Lucky
Fair, Louisville.
Wife of a Hem." What a refreshBilly J. Hodge, son of Mr. and
ing piece it was to read. I know
Mrs. George Hodge, and Larry J.
many people write to you with
Mr. and
Garland. son of
hardships in their lives, but that
Mrs.James Garland, were commiswas one of the most upliftletter
the
in
lieutenants
sioned as 2nd
ing I have
United States Army following gradread in a long
uation at Murray State Universitime. It literty and after four years of ROTC
ally made my
and a Summer Camp at Indiantown
Gap Military Reservation, Pa.
day.
While
Births reported included a boy
"Lucky
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul A. Beckwith, Aug. 8.
Wife's" husSO years ago
band's help to
John H. Perkins of Murray will
her may seem
be the speaker at the opening of
surprisingly
Faxon Elementary School on Aug.
simple, it's
24, according to Charlie Lassiter
great to hear
principal.
about people
By Abigail
Madelyn Lamb won the chamdoing the litVan Buren
pionship of the Ladies Handicap
tle things for
Golf Tournament held at the Murthose they love, and being appreray Country Club. Betty Lowry
ciated in return. Thank you for
was runner-up.
publishing it. -- U.S. MARINE
Recent births reported at MurJAPAN
IN
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
DEAR U.S. MARINE: And
and Mrs. Thomas Bell, a girl to
thank you for writing. In my
Mr. and Mrs. William Mason
response to "Lucky Wife` I asked
McCuiston and a boy to Mr. and
readers to share their stories of
Mrs. Clifton Hutson..
people they have encountered who
60 years ago
like the husband in that letter
-of
Roundup
Clinic
A Summer
-- are "everyday heroes." Read
preschool children who plan to
on for a sample:
attend Murray High School will
DEAR ABBY: My life has
be Aug. 28 at 9 a.m. in the school
to
been touched by several heroes.
according
auditorium,
I became pregnant during my
Mrs.Woodfin Hutson, president of
Murray High School Parent Teacher
senior year in high school. Because
Association. The clinic will be
marriage wasn't an option, I placed
directed by Dr. J.A. Outland, Calmy son for adoption. In college,
loway County health doctor, assistI met my husband, and we have
ed by Mrs. Outland and Kathryn
raised three children together.
Adams.
After 35 years my son. Paul,
Births reported include a boy
contacted me. The first hero who
to Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Campstepped up was my husband.
bell, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Without hesitation, he welcomed
Holland, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul into our family.
Rabert Healy and a boy to Mr.
My next hero was Paul's wife,
and Mrs. Noel Hopkins, Aug.14;
who offered to share her husVirdon
Mrs.
and
Mr.
a girl to
band during the holidays. Paul
Tucker, Aug. 15.
flew from Minnesota to California on Christmas Day to meet

Dear Abby

Twin In ilistarv
southern Pacific Ocean, gathering
By The Assedated hem
Today is Tuesday, Aug. 18, the scientific information.
In 1894, Congress established
230th day of 2009. There are 135
the Bureau of Immigration.
days left in the year.
In 1920, the 19th Amendment
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 18, 1969, the Wood- to the Constitution, which guarstock Music and Art Fair in Bethel, anteed the right of all American
N.Y., which had fallen behind women to vote, was ratified as
schedule, finally wound to a close Tennessee became the 36th state
after three nights with a midmornZ. President Franklin D.
ing set performed by Mini Henal* Canadian Prirpt
drix.
1 ;•P!;''''".er William Lyon MackenOn this date:
In 1587, Virginia Dare became zie King dedicated the Thotisand
the first child of English parents Islands Bridge connecting the Unitto be born on American soil, on ed States and Canada.
In 1958. the novel "Lolita" by
what is now Roanoke Island in
North Carolina. (However, the Vladimir Nabokov was first pubcolony Virginia was born into lished in New York by G.P. Putended up mysteriously disappear- nam's Sons, almost three years after
it was originally published in Paris.
ing.)
In 1963, James Meredith
In 1838, the first marine expedition sponsored by the U.S. gov- became the first black student to
ernment set sail from Hampton graduate from the University of
Roads, Va.; the crews traveled the Mississippi.

In 1976, two U.S. Army officers were killed in Korea's demilitarized zone as a group of North
Korean soldiers wielding axes and
metal pikes attacked U.S. and South
Korean soldiers.
In 1983, Hurricane Alicia
slammed into the Texas coast,
leaving 21 dead and causing more
'worth pf d!In;.
A day OM a
struck western
llirkey. survivors denounced the
rescue effort as sluggish and disorganized. (The death toll eventually topped 17,000.)
Five years ago: In Athens, Paul
Hamm won the men's gymnastics all-around Olympic gold medal
by the closest margin ever in the
event; controversy followed after
it was discovered a scoring error
cost Yang Tae-young of South
Korea the title.
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years
de v
in a terrible accident that left
her a quadriplegic. Suddenly she
had to depend on someone else
for everything, and Rob was right
there. His attitude was, 'She
FINALLY needs me."
For five years, he has assumed
complete care for Mindy in addition to holding down a full-time
job. She has greatly improved,
can drive a specially equipped
van and is back at her job. My
daughter would be lost without
the man who loves her, and she
knows it. I thank God for him
every day of my life. -- GRATEFUL MOTHER-IN-LAW

ALTHOUGH, YOU

KNOW IVNAT? IT
MAY HAVE
KEN ON A
TUESOAY

)
Cl/NW 11 t100,

• DEAR DR. GOTT: I imagine you will be deluged by fellow eczema sufferers outraged
by your comment that eczema,
while annoying, is harmless. Obviously, you have never experienced this horrendous condition.
have
I
been a victim
of this disease off and
on for all 72
years of my
life. and I can
tell you that
eczema is far
from harmless. In fact,
annoying is a
pale term for
By
the suffering
Dr. Peter Gott we endure to
a greater or lesser extent.
I was sent home from Los
Angeles Children's Hospital when
I was an infant wrapped in tar
salve and outing flannel. My mother was told that I might as well
go home to die instead of racking up more medical expenses. I
won't go into detail over the
ensuing 72 years, but I can say
that for me, the eczema wasn't
fatal, but there were some years
when I wished it were.
I would encourage you to contact the National Eczema Association. It is a relatively new
organization that I only wish had
been available when I was. a
youngster. Their phohc number
is (800) 818-7546 and their Web
site is www.nationaleczema.org.
It does wonders in helping
parents cope, granting research
funds and spreading news of
research findings and other sufferers' successes.

Dr. Gott

I enjoy your column immensely and champion your efforts to
make "doctorese" intelligible toi
the average person while maintaining a sense of humor and
proportion. I would not have gone
to the trouble to bring you up
short on this one topic if I had
felt you would ignore my letter.
I realize you can't know quita
everything.
DEAR READER: I am sorry
to hear that you have suffered,
but to the best of my knowledge, eczema itself is not fatal.
That is not to say that complications cannot arise that have the
potential to be deadly.
Because most eczema sufferers have a mild immune abnormality of the skin, this can occasionally allow certain viruses to
enter the body via ulcers from
scratching affected areas. These
infectious agents include herpes
zoster (both simplex one and
two), vaccinia, coxsackievirus and •
molluscum contagiosum. Rarely: •
some of these can spread to the
internal organs and cause serious infection that can lead to
death if not brought under immediate control.
Because I am not a dermal.
tologist, I am not completely up,.
to-date on the latest information;
and treatment options for eczema,,.
However, the primary treatment..
remains treating the dry skin that
most of these patients have. I;.
urge you to be examined by a.,
dermatologist, since you are con.-,,
tinuing to suffer rather severely.,,
He or she should be able to give,
you more information about which
type of eczema you have and
the best treatment options for,
you.

&Mad Bridge
East dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORM
•K 8 3
101 A 6.
•I 10 9 2
4K 103
EAST
WEST
•10 7 6 2
•.1 9 5
.103
•K 9 7 5 2
•A 7 5 3
•64
40 94
40,A 8 7
SOUTH
•AQ4

North
East
3 NT
Pass
I NT
Pass
five of hearts.
Opening lead
Our of the fint tactical plays a
beginner learns is to hold up a winner,especially at notrump. For example, if declarer has only the A-x-x in
a suit that has heal led by the opponents and dummy has three or fewer
small cards in the suit, it is standard
procedure in most casca to refuse to
take the ace until the third round. By
doing so, declarer can sever enemy
communications in the suit, which
may prove decisive later in the play.
So valuable is the holdup play
that it can sometimes prove advantageous even when declarer has two
stoppers in the suit. An unusual
application of this can be seen in

today's hand.
West led a heart, dummy played
low, and when East produced the ten..
South allowed him to win the trick!1,
the
This odd-looking play
desired effect, as the contract could'
no longer be defeated.
In practice, Last returned a heart,
covered by the Q-K-A. Diamonds,
were then led until East took thc ace.
but since he didn't have a heart itt '
return, he shifted to a spade. Declarer
won and conceded a trick to the ace:,
,
of clubs to set up his ninth trick.
Observe what would have happened had South won the first tnck.
His normal play at this stage would ,
be to 4ttick diamonds to develop.:
three tricks in that suit. After taking
the ace, East would return his,
remaining heart, and regardless of'
how declarer played to that trick,"
West's remaining hearts would,
become established. When South,
later tried for his ninth trick by lead- ,
ing a club. West would take the ace •
•
and cash his hearts for down one.
Thus, by treating the Q-1 of hearts
as the equivalent of a king. South's..
first-round holdup play worked to
perfection, effectively neutralizing,'
the denat of the opponents' heart
suit. Note that the play would have..
worked equally well if the minor-suit•
aces were switched, failing only in,
the unlikely event that West held
both missing aces as well as five
hearts.

Tomorrow: Penny-wise, pound-foolish.

Crosswords
ACROSS

1"1

NO, DEAR...1'M
POSITIVE IT WAS
A FRIDAY! NO
QLEST1ON!

me and my family. It was an
incredible experience.
It was then that I learned
about the two heroes who had
taken Paul into their home and
their hearts all those years ago
and raised him as their own.
Paul's adoptive family encouraged him to find us. learn about
his birth heritage, and have celebrated every moment of our
reunion.
But the greatest hero in my
story is Paul. Inspired by the
sacrifices of the young men and
women who serve our country,
he felt compelled to join the
Army National Guard and today
is serving in Iraq.
Soon my family will travel
to Minnesota to meet Paul's adoptive parents and siblings, his wife
and his children. My heroes have
joined together to enrich my life,
and I can't begin to thank each
and every one of them. -- SHERI
IN ESCONDIDO, CALIF.
DEAR AIRY: I haven't seen
my "everyday hem" since I was
12, but the way she treated me
has made a huge difference in
my life.
Annie was a middle-aged
woman working for an aeronautics company who gave me my
first job when I was 10. She
taught me to plant seeds and
keep the garden weeded, to stack
wood, paint and mow. I felt proud
being able to earn my own money.
Even more important, Annie gave
me a safe place to go, an adult
I could talk to and the conviction that if you work herd enough
you'll be rewarded.
I'm almost 30 now, but I have
never forgotten that wonderful
wbman and what she did for use,
and I never will. -- AND1 IN
TACOMA
DEAR ABBY: When my
daughter Mindy was in high school
she dated Rob, a young man who
adored her. While she dated others, he waited patiently until she
returned to him.They monied after
college and had throe children.
Mindy destroyed the marine,
and I told her at the time that
she had rocks for brains. Their
divorce was amicable. Rob attended all holiday and birthday gatherings. Neither one remarried.
My daughter was "Miss Independent.' She excelled at her job
because
bee
7hogsgu.
it 44
need
and didn't do

1 1040 pro
4 Get fresh
8 Haunted-house
sound
12 Like cool cats
13 Re{ieved sigh
14 Ambiance
15 Sushi fish
16 Outdoor
excursion
(2 wds.)
18 Goddess of
flowers
20 Slightest trace
21 Big Sky st.
22 Sweetie-pie
23 Pipe
27 Show distress
29 Firefly holder
30 Do a salon job
31 Mercury. in the
lab
32 Colorless
33 Stray dog
34 I, objectively
35 Vast assortment
37 Close kin

38 Rival
39 Hold up well
40 Facilitate
41 Richmond's st.
42 Flirty miss
44 Dietary plus
47 Keeps a low
profile (2 wds.)
51 Strong soap
52 Lahore
language
53 Kind of control
54 Previous to
55 Huff and puff
56 Novelist
— f3agnold
57 Phone trio
DOWN
Kitchen VIP
Flake off
Composure
Pet lovers' gp.
Just as I
thought!
6 Prom honoree
7 Faint
8 Cape waver
1
2
3
4
5
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Answer to Previous Puzzle
its

LA FIN S IMAM
UMP
MAE PLIM1151 EGAD
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FUTON MOD I
EVEN TITANS
Dm EPOCHS CAT
RARE
AMARE
POTENE COERCE
GAUDY
RELY
ERA HOAGIE SD
niUIMPLE YETI
MP COAL METED
L OSA CORI
I GOR
LAKE SNMG HOU
8-1802009 United Feature Syndicate, nc.
9 Not their
10 "Exodus"
name
11 Snooze
17 And, to
Caesar
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19 Gridiron pos.
22 Chinese dynasty
24 Sale',' testing
org.
25 "Juke Box
Baby" singer
26 Robin's perch
27 News anchor
Bernard —
28 Fairy-tale heavy
29 Noisy bird
30 Baby bear
32 Heats(2 wds )
33 British FBI
36 Pharaoh's god
37 Oater prop
(hyph.)
38 Legendary
40 Battery post
41 Calo's half-dozen
43 Ego companion
44 Go out of business
45 Rochester's
Jane
46 Coral habitat
47 Haul
48 A Gershwin
49 MS readers
50 Moo goo
— pan
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The
Ladder of
Success
MSU CROSS
COUNTRY PICKED
1ST IN WOMEN'S
POLL,7m
IN MEN'S
Sy in sports suessisitin
The Murray State women's
cross country team has been
selected to finish first in the
2009 Ohio Valley Conference
preseason poll. The women's
cross country team earned 79
points and seven of the 10
first place votes. The men's team
has been selected to finish tied
for seventh, as they earned 30
',dints in the annual poll that
was voted on by the conferefice's head coaches.
• The women's team, which
finished second at three of their
six meets last season, including a second place finish at
the OVC Championships,
returns three of the top eight
dinners at last season's OVC
Championships. Katelyn Jones
finished 3rd with a time of
18:47.7 while Taylor Crawford
(19:00.2) and Karissa Magnuson (19:09.4) finished 7th and
4th, respectively.
"I am pleased to see that
our peers in the OVC thought
enough of us to vote us as
the preseason favorite," said
couch Chris England. "This is
a team of hard workers with
a lot of school spirit. They
will work hard to represent Murray State well."
. The women's team has continued to grow and move forward during the England era
as they look for their first OVC.
Championship since winning
back-to-back titles in 1980-8F
On the men's side, the Racers will look for strong leadership from seniors Jack Findley, Andrew Beckman and
Andrew Smithson. Beckman
and his teammates will look
to improve on last year's season in which they finished
eighth at the OVC Championships.
"The men's cross country
team continues to improve, as
Well," England said. "In just
three years the men have gone
from a team too sparse to
score, to 10th place, to ninth
place and are now picked to
finish in seventh place in the
OVC. These men work hard
and have a lot of pride."
"Both teams have earned a
lot of respect among our peers
in the OVC."
Murray State will kick off
its season Sept. 4th in the Belmont Opener, hosted by the
in
University
Belmont
Nashville, Tenn. with a start
time slated for 5:30 p.m.
MN Ale frashons Weir
wins Ammeckan Lasko ale
Murray State rifle freshman
Emily Quiner, a native of
Brooklyn Park, Minn., won the
2009 American Legion Junior
Air Rifle National Championship in Colorado Springs,
Colo.
The American Legion Junior
Shooting Sports Program is a
three-part event that combines
fa See MSU, 10

CROSS COUNTRY STANDINGS

Dieleman aces Lady Tigers to win
CALLOWAY WINS
TWO,DROPS THREE
OVER WEEKEND
saw Nom
Nineteen aces from junior setter Lauren Dictation helped Murray blow past
homestanding Mayfield in two straight
games Monday night.
The Lady Tigers wasted no time in
dispatching the Lady Cardinals, win-

dinal Classic Tournament on Saturday.
In pool play, Calloway lost to Crittenden County (9-21; 19-21) and Livingston Central (11-21; 17-21) before
beating Fulton County (20-8; 21-5).
In the tournament, the Lady Lakers
fell to Livingston again, this time in
three games (14-21; 21-20; 4-15). They
ended the day with a win over Fulton
County (21-6; 21-3).
Calloway opens district play tonight.
hosting Marshall County. Varsity action
is set to get underway at 7 p.m.

PREP GOLF
ROU NDUP

Creeping closer

Harper,
Tindell
lead
Lakers
past Heath
MURRAY FALLS
AT MAYFIELD

MATT SAYLES / AP
run off of Los
home
two-run
a
hitting
after
Molina
Yadier
teammate
by
congratulated
is
right,
Anklet
Rick
St. Louis'
Angeles pitcher Charlie Haeger during the seventh inning of Mondays game in Los Angeles. Ryan Ludwick also
scored on the play.

CARDINALS INCH CLOSER TO BEST RECORD IN
By GREG BEACOM
AP Sports Writor
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Chris Carpenter claims he has
no idea where the St. Louis
Cardinals rank in the overall
NL standings. He's one big
reason they're getting close to
the top, where the Los Angeles Dodgers are teetering.
Rick Ankiel put St. Louis
ahead with a two-run homer
in the seventh inning, and Carpenter pitched eight innings
of five-hit ball in the Cardinals' ninth victory in 10 games,
3-2 over Los Angeles on Monday night.
Albert Pujols hit his major
league-leading 39th homer as
the Cardinals opened a sevengame California road trip by
persevering against knuckleballet Charlie Haeger, who was
largely outstanding in his debut
for Los Angeles.
Carpenter (13-3) fell behind
twice, but Pujols and Ankiel
connected to ensure his fifth
consecutive victory. St. Louis

NL WITH 9TH WIN IN 10

Up Next
Cardinals ad Dodgers
Teem
St. Louis
Chicago
Maw/auks*
Houston
Cincinnati
Pittsburgh

Rue. V. Gle
88-52 .567 —
60-56 .517 6
5840 .492 9
5741 .483 10
5047 .427 18 1/2
47-70 .402 191/2

moved within 2 1/2 games of
the Dodgers' overall NL lead,
though that's news to the Cardinals' ace.
"I don't know what our numbers arc," said Carpenter, who
had eight strikeouts. "I don't
know what our record is. I
do know we've got a chance
to win every time we come
to the ballpark, and that's exciting. You can't not get excited about a game like this in
a ballpark like this against a
team like this."
Carpenter has gone 8-0 with
a 2.12 ERA in his nine starts
since July began.
Ankiel homered after Haeger

When: 9:10 p.m.
TV,Bodo: P3N Midwest; WNW,1340
AM
Prob•bie pitchers: SO.: Michell Boggs
(1-1; 3.78 ERA); LAO: Chad SMIngsley
(114; 3.73 ERA)

(0-1) hit Ryan Ludwick with
a pitch, sending a knuckieball
that didn't knuckle deep into
the right-field corner.
"There's no yellow light,
there's no warning sign, if the
knuckleball decides to tumble
to the wrong guy," Dodgers
manager Joe Torre said.
Ryan Franklin really had to
earn his 30th save, getting
Manny Ramirez on a firstpitch popout and retiring Casey
Blake on a fly to the fringe
of the warning track.
James Loney had an RBI
single in the fifth for the
Dodgers, who opened a tough
seven-game homestand with
their fourth loss in five games.
With numerous pitching woes
and an inconsistent lineup. Los

Angeles is three games below
.500 since the All-Star break.
"You've got to give him
credit," Ramirez said of Carpenter. "He didn't make a lot
of mistakes out there, and
when you've got a Cy Youngtype pitcher like that pitching
and he doesn't make mistakes,
he's going to be tough to hit."
Matt Holliday, who went 1
for 4, fouled a pitch off his
leg in the ninth, but stayed
at the plate after examination
from the training staff. He
beat out an infield single before
leaving the game for pinchrunner Colby Rasmus. and
manager Tony La Russa
planned to wait until Tuesday
afternoon to decide whether
he'll play.
Padres 4, Cobs 1
At San Diego, Rookie Kyle
Blanks hit a three-run homer
with two outs in the bottom
of ninth for the Padres.
The Cubs were one strike
•See MLB, 10

TITANS FOOTBALL

season.

COMM OVC Noes Posuass Psu
POINTS
TEAM (9 ftrst-place votes)
90
1 Eastern Kentucky (8)
74
2 Eastern Illinois (1)
69
3 Southeast Missouri State (1)
61
4 Morehead State
49
5 Jacksonville State
37
6 Austin Peay
30
7. Murray Stet*
30
Tennessee Tech
18
9 UT Martin
10
10 Tennessee State
(Teams awarded 9 points for a firstplace vote 8 tor second etc

well.
Kathryn Wilson contributed three aces
and Taylor Butler added three kills.
Murray's junior varsity squad had
no trouble finding the win column,either,
defeating Mayfield 21-19 and 21-17.
The Lady Tigers host their home
opener on Thursday and will welcome
Fulton County to Tiger Gym for a 6
p.m. JV start and 7 p.m. varsity.
Callaway gins 2-3 at Livingston
Calloway County won two games
and lost three at the Livingston Car-

FALB ROUNDUP:CARDINALS 3, DODGERS 2

The womens cross country team joins
the women's soccer and volleyball
teams as OVC preseason favorites this
COMPUTE COPIC W01111116 PIIIMON Pau
POINTS
TEAM (first-place votes)
79
1. Murray State (7)
74
2. Eastern Kentucky (2)
66
3 Southeast Missouri State (1)
57
4 Eestem Illinois
41
5 Tennessee Tech
40
6 Austin Peay
32
7 Jacksonville State
32
Morehead State
20
9 UT Martin
10
10 Tennessee State
(Teams awarded 9 points for a firstplace vote. 8 for second, sic)

ning 25-5 in the first game and 25-10
in the second.
Murray improved to 2-0 on the
young season while Mayfield fell to
0-3.
Dieleman posted a gaudy stat line,
contributing five assists and a 1.00 hitting percentage in addition to het 19
aces.
The Lady Tigers also got 1.00 hitting percentages from Jacqueline Vilardo and Maria Speed and eight aces
and three kills from Catharine Clay-

Common bond
TITANS, MAWAE SHARE GOAL OF

RETURN FOR OPENER
By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Kevin Mawae has been running,
slinging giant ropes and pushing
against sleds by himself on a side
field during training camp while his
Tennessee teammates practice.
The All Pro center is rehabilitating after offseason surgery to repair
his torn right triceps tendon. His
aim is to get ready for the NFL
season opener Sept. 10 at Pitts-

burgh, and firish this season healthy.
"Obviously, I'd like to be there
for the regular season, and that's what
the ultimate goal is. To be there
for the season opener and the 16
weeks following that," Mawae said.
"I'd like to get some time in at
the end of the preseason just in
time to knock some of the rust
off."
No current NFL offensive line•See MAWAE, 10

MARK
HUMPHREY /
AP
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Nashville
on Aug. 4.

Staff Input
Daniel Harper's 36 and Katie
Tindell's 38 led Calloway County to a sweep of Heath Monday at Silos Golf Club in Paducah.
The Laker boys posted a
team score of 151, 14 strokes
better than Heath's 165. The
girls shot 185 collectively, also
besting the Lady Pirates' 199
by 14 strokes.
On the boys side, no Laker
shot higher than 41 and all
six golfers finished within five
strokes of one another.
Harper led the way with a
36 and was followed by Austin
Miles at 37 and Brock Simmons and Matt McReynolds at
39. Chasten Howard shot 40
and Hunter Garrison finished
with a 41 to round out the
field.
On the girls side, Tindell
posted her best score of the
season, sinking below the 40
plateau for the first time this
year.
Her 38 was followed by
Madison Connell at 48 and
Summer Simmons at 49.
Chelsea Holzschuh fired a 50
and Erica Rogers shot 63 to
close out the field.
Calloway returns to the
course today, hosting Community Christian at Oaks Country Club in a boys-only match
this afternoon.
Ron fall be hi-match
Monday was a rough day
on the course for Murray, which
placed third in a boys tri-match
at Mayfield Country Club and
lost head-to-head to Mayfield
in girls action.
The boys shot 173 as a
team and fell to Mayfield's
159 and Community Christian's 170.
Jordan Smith and Jay Roth
paced the Tigers, each shooting 41. Blake Graham shot 44
and David Vinson posted a 47.
Mayfield's Robbie Parsons
and CCA's Clayton Eli shared
medalist honors as each fired
38.
On the girls side, the Lady
Tigers shot 219 as a team and
were bested by Mayfield's 202.
Christina Veach paced Murray with a 45 while Earlena
Sheets shot 56, Hannah
Williams shot 57 and Samantha Tinsley shot 61.
Mayfield's Emily Whitnell
took medalist honors with a
44.
The Tigers host Hickman
County this afternoon at Murray Country Club as they ready
for Friday's All 'A' region tournament at Silos Country Club
in Paducah.

Teday IN Prep Sports
Boys Soccer
Murray at Mad N Hopkins 7 30 p m
Girls soccer
7p m
Triqg Co at Calloway Co
Volleyball
7pm
Marshall Co at Calloway Co
Golf
Hickman Co at Murray (MCC; 4 p m
4 pm
CCA at Calloway Co (Oaks(
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LOUISVILLE
BASKETBALL
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Washington, D.C. Registration foOntellifla °ohne at
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MOW mom phone
Meghen Feagki at(270)705-0179.
III The Kentucky State PoNoe will hold the Scott Lathan Memori
al
Trooper Island Golf Tournament on Sept. 10 at Like Barkley
State
Resort Park. The tournament is the annual fundraiser for Trooper
Island
Boys and Girls Camp. a will be•four-person scramble with a shotgu
n
-start at9a.m.Coat is $80 per player and $240 per team. For more
infor:melon, call Dean Patterson at(270)656-3721.
II Miller Memorial Golf Course wiN hold a Junior Golf Clinic
on
-Mondays this fall, beginning on Sept. 14. The clinic will begki at
5 p.m.
and last until 8:15 and will be hold Sept. 14, 21 and 28 and
Oct. 5, 12
•and 19. Acne limit is 13 and participation is limited to the first
20 paid
:entries.

Mawae
From Page 9
man has played more games
Than Mawae's 225 in 15 seasons. But an injured calf kept
him out of the final two games
Of 2007, including a wild-card
playoff loss at San Diego, and
that torn tendon kept him out
of the final two games of 2008,
including a 13-10 divisional
playoff loss to Baltimore.
Mawae, who turned 38 in
January, is coming off one of
his best seasons. He was voted
to his seventh Pro Bowl and
named an AU Pro after anchoring an offensive line that set
it franchise record and tied for
:the NFL-low with 12 sacks.
:The Titans also finished seventh in the league in yards
rushing with 2,199 yards.
He got hurt Dec. 21 in a
-31-14 win over Pittsburgh and
delayed surgery in case the
Titans, who posted an NFL:best 13-3 record, reached the
-Super Bowl. Mawae worked
,at trying to snap with a brace
-so he could get on the field
for one play if that happened.
After the loss to Baltimore,
:Mawae had surgery to fix his
arm and started a long rehab
process that involved regaining flexibility, then rebuilding
the strength in his arm.
That is why Mawae start:ed camp on the physically:unable-to-perform list with
:Leroy Harris working in his
:place on the first-team offensive line Titans coach Jeff Fisher said Monday that Mawae
is improving but isn't quite
ready yet.
"He can get done what he
needs to get done to get pre-

pared to play on the practice
field," Fisher said.
Mawae sees his absence as
a plus for players like Harris,
a fourth-round draft pick in
2007 out of North Carolina
who is likely to be his eventual successor at center.
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Purchase Medical Center's
Conference Room
II 270.251.4527 or
visit wwwjacksonpurchase.com

hit a three-run double to highlight a six-run third inning for
the Braves.
ibmmy Hanson (8-2) gave
up six hits, no walks and two
rues in six ,inaings for his
third straight win:The rookie right-hander struck out
seven.
Garret Anderson gave the
Braves a 1-0 lead with a second-inning homer, and Adam
LaRoche added a two-run shot
off Max Scherzer in the sixth.
Schemer (7-7) gave up six
hits and nine runs,three earned,
in five innings. His throwing
error in the third made all the
runs in it unearned.
Stephen Drew and Mark
Reynolds homered for Arizona.

Complimentary gifts for all who attend.
Light snacks provided.

Batiatrics

AT JACKSON PURCHASE MEDICAL CENTER

Why I Advertise......
Kopperud Realty began advertising in the
Murray Ledger & Times when we opened our
office in January 1976. Through the years the
Ledger has proven to be an important part of
our marketing plan. We rely on our newspaper
ads to inform the public ofthe real estate
services we offer, and to showcase our homes
and other properties.
- Bill Kopperud
Kopperud Realty
To find out how we can help grow your business

cell our

7534916

Advertising Departmentat

EFGER &TIMES
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